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To all the women in our lives who have contributed to make us the people we are and who
have blessed us with their wisdom and feminine insight. To our mothers, grandmothers and
great-grandmothers who were once girls and who became women of character and
resourcefulness, leaving us a heritage of fine example, humour and leadership.
And to our three small granddaughters, Ariella, Petra and Ruby, who have won our
hearts, and whom we hope will blossom in the stream of womanhood inherited from their
mothers and grandmothers.
Ian and Mary Grant

Since the publication of Growing Great Boys many parents have asked when we would be writing a
similar book on girls. To be perfectly honest, although we conduct ‘hot tips’ seminars on the subject
of raising girls, and regularly read books and papers on girls in order to keep up with current research
we have been slightly hesitant about the idea of a book on the subject. In addition to our two adult
sons, and one very lovely adult daughter, we have six young grandsons who have been very much par
of our lives for the last seven or eight years. We haven’t personally experienced close relationships
with little girls in recent years.
At the same time, we were gradually convinced that there might be a place for a book of this
genre on girls, and when our children last year presented us with the gift of three little granddaughter
we started to become really motivated about the project. However, it is more than just our little
granddaughters that has motivated us.
It seems that more than ever before our culture is becoming aggressive towards girls. Parents fe
they are fighting a strong tide of commercial interests and media pressure. A cursory search of the
internet will convince you that this is no illusion. It quickly becomes apparent that while those who
work with pre-teens, such as teachers and mentors, consider ‘tweenagers’ to be between 10 and 12
years of age, marketers who target this category of young people consider ‘tweenagers’ to include
seven-to 12-year-olds. The proliferation of pornography and the ‘slut’ culture pervasive in clothing
and music trends, along with an individualistic approach to much of life, all work against a girl’s
healthy passage into adulthood.
We have spent many hours over the last few years hearing about tragic cases of rebellious girls
whose lives have gone way off track. Not all of these situations could have been avoided, but the pain
felt by their distressed parents—who by this time have usually been in need of specialist counselling
—is palpable. One of our aims is to help parents by providing simple ideas and put in place practices
early in their daughters’ lives, that might lead to a reduction in these situations.
On the other hand, it is a pleasure to meet self-assured young women living life with verve and
optimism—young adults who, with the continued support of loving parents, are able to stretch their
wings knowing they have been given strong roots and are well-equipped with the skills and selfknowledge to build a meaningful life. It has been an honour to watch our own daughter grow into a
dignified, graceful adult, and a privilege to be parents to two daughters-in-law who possess great
character and resourcefulness. All these women are confident and assured in their leadership and
careers, and are great mothers.
We have written this book in the hope that in some way we will contribute to you having the bes
chance possible to enjoy your daughter, and the pleasure of one day launching a self-reliant, sure and

loving young woman into the world. We want you to know why a girl’s unique nature needs strong
attachments, and to learn practical ways to provide these. And we want you to know that you can give
your daughter resilience by mentoring her in a way that will provide her with inner strength and
outward grace.
Counsellors have told us that, judging by OECD standards, we have the equivalent of an epidem
of anorexia and bulimia among our young girls. The rate of abuse suffered by girls (the most recent
studies say one in four girls is abused) and the pervasiveness of adolescent depression means we mus
fight for our girls and offer them the loving shelter and protection of our wisdom.
In contrast to these negative trends, this is also a time when there are more opportunities than
ever before for girls to succeed. We need to provide for them a healthy and clear path through to
adulthood, so they can take advantage of these opportunities. In rushing to treat boys and girls as equ
could it be that we have neglected to honour something unique about girls, something that women
have always recognised—the special and different nature of girls?
This book is mainly concerned with ways to make life with your daughter more fun, ways to kee
communication flowing, and ways to pass on your values to the next generation. It is sad to hear
parents talk fearfully about the future, especially the teenage years, as if they are to be dreaded. We
hope you can enjoy these years as some of the best of your lives, filed with memories that you can
revisit for ever.
Finally, although this book has been a combined project, for the sake of simplicity we have used
the first person singular. This means the text is written in Ian’s words, however, Mary’s editing skills
research and wide knowledge of the subject are woven into every paragraph.

Ian and Mary Grant

If you have the chance at parenthood, look upon it with a sense of mystery and
awe. You are given the joy of watching life afresh, and the chance to help another
being take flight into the riches and mystery of life. The very clay of which our
world is made is for a brief moment placed in your hands.
— Kent Nerburn, Simple Truths

I’ve just ordered woodworking plans for a small girl’s doll’s house, complete with miniature furnitur
and electric lighting. It will be my second woodworking project, following the little red rocking-hors
made for a first birthday. The impetus behind this new burst of creative energy is three adorable
granddaughters, all born within the last few months.
After years of building trucks and diggers for machine-orientated grandsons I am excited by the
idea of these new projects. There is something about a girl that offers parents a different perspective
on parenting. Her natural desire for relationships and, almost from birth, her tendency to make eye
contact and respond to verbal communications rapidly begins to weave its magic in the hearts of
parents and grandparents.
There are so many things to enjoy about your daughter. Her natural desire for connection and he
innate ability to nurture, whether it be a doll, a pet or a friendship, mean she longs to be part of a
loving family. Within her own self she has these qualities and they are your greatest ally in building
strong attachments to see her through what many regard as the difficult teenage years. When you see
or play with a small girl you sense the potential in her young life and you hope that she will retain he
innocence and sense of self. You hope that she will keep that clear-eyed way she has of looking right
into your eyes without shame or fear. Yet we hear so many stories about the ways in which our cultur
is toxic to girls, and about the many hurdles they will face when growing up in our individualistic and
materialistic society, where so often the underlying question is ‘Do you measure up?’
Your loving consistency, and the love and interest of her wider family, are vitally important
to a girl’s self-esteem right through her teen years.

A concept that tends to resonate with men is that of investment banking; the idea that to be
successful you have to be in for the long haul; that investing wisely at the outset and hanging in
through the highs and the lows will bring about a good result in the end. There are significant parallel

with this when parenting girls. The key issues are your involvement with her from the start, a resolute
commitment to her no matter what, and a strong vision as to what sort of young woman you, as
parents, would like to launch into the world.
In this book we have endeavoured to cover the years from the day of your daughter’s birth until
her late teens, with the awareness that she will need involved, loving parenting through all these year
Even as a teenager, when she is sophisticated in areas such as operating electronic devices, and
appears independent and highly opinionated, because of her innate nature and biology your daughter
will need intimacy and connection. Your loving consistency, and the love and interest of her wider
family, are vitally important to a girl’s self-esteem right through her teen years. It is not only the
frontal lobes of a teenager’s brain (which control risk-assessment and future thinking) that are not
fully developed. Your daughter’s unique female make-up means that her greatest challenge during th
time will be learning to understand herself—her emotions and feelings, her physiology, and her
sometimes hormonally driven energy levels. As parents we can be great allies in confirming the
message in her adolescent heart that she is valuable, worthy and lovable.
This is why each stage in your daughter’s life is significant, and each will provide building
blocks to help her to embrace the next step healthily. The years preceding adolescence are so
important. If she goes into her teenage years with only her good looks, she will be in deep trouble.
During the middle years of school you have a window of opportunity to communicate and connect
with her and help her develop skills. Your daughter will be keen to know what is right and wrong. She
is Okay with black and white, with rules, and for a few years she will really enjoy being part of the
family and learning about and taking on board its values and principles.
Often during these years girls are full of confidence and willing to try a whole range of new
physical challenges. This is your opportunity for family camping holidays, excursions of all sorts,
tramps, as well as family stories, traditions and discussions around the dinner table. You need to
capitalise on this time. It is the equivalent in white-water rafting of the quiet part of the river when
you have time to coach ‘rookie rafters’ in all the skills they will need before you get to the rapids. It i
when you would teach them about how to paddle, the best way to handle the tricky bits, and about
teamwork. The goal you have in mind is that the rapids will be an enjoyable challenge and a test of
character, not a disaster area.

A parent’s role
Your role is really to be an encourager, to send your daughter into her teenage years with a ‘full
emotional tank’ with the affection and approval she needs as well as the skills and interests that will
keep her connected in different ways with others. Your messages of approval and wisdom should fill
her memory bank, giving her a resilience that comes from knowing she has been prepared well with
the skills she will need. You will need to provide her with boundaries about her behaviour within the
family and about how she allows others to treat her. Most of all, if she learns from you that she can
play after she has done what she is expected to do as a family member, then she will have the
foundation for good EQ—emotional intelligence. No matter how many Baby Einstein videos your
daughter has watched, if she does not have the basic building blocks of empathy and self-discipline
her life will lack a framework and heart. EQ is the greatest gift your good parenting will secure for
her.

The future for girls

Girls growing up today have so many options. The doors to just about any career are open to them, an
society tends to support both their equality and their autonomy. Educationally, girls have
opportunities that no other generation has enjoyed and, according to all reports, they are achieving
academic success above that of their male peers. At the same time, however, there are particular
challenges that are unique to the technologically saturated age into which this generation of girls has
been launched.
In his book The Wonder of Girls, Michael Gurian suggests that the individualised, materialistic
culture in which we live actually fights against a girl’s need for intimacy and connection. Sadly, at th
same time, our society takes less care to maintain the boundaries that should protect them.

The age of innocence is dead

Richard Lander, a Hollywood producer and the father of three young girls, a decade or so ago
developed the first internet filter system, called max.com. Lander concluded, from what he saw
happening in Hollywood, that the ‘age of innocence’ was dead. Even then, he said, there were a
million paedophiles surfing the internet at any one time. More than a third of all traffic on the interne
is pornography, and the largest group of accessors of pornography is 12-to 17-year-old boys. This
means that girls are growing up in a society where there is a far greater tendency for men and boys to
have a one-dimensional view of women, and where there is a proportion of boys who believe that
women actually like the sort of demeaning activity portrayed in pornographic images.
The pervasiveness of pornography has exploded with the internet, and we parents need to adjust
our vigilance accordingly.
It is not just the internet: all branches of the media expose even young girls to a wide range of
adult concepts. Long before they are ready, girls (and their parents) face challenges and decisions
about drugs, alcohol and sex. Our culture has pushed the fast-forward button for girls, and some suffe
terribly from being prematurely accelerated into a risky and unprotected adolescence.
Since society is doing less for girls’ welfare, parents need to do more. We need to be more
vigilant and take a more proactive role in creating a childhood for our girls in which they will thrive.
Fortunately, the best response to all these new challenges is the time-proven formula of parental
love and coaching. The basics of parenting girls are still the same as they have always been. Parents
need to be both advisors and cheerleaders. We need to make sure that from their earliest days we give
our daughters quality time, physical closeness and warm, loving eye-contact.
The great thing about raising our daughters is that we don’t have to do it all on our own. Though
Mums and Dads will always be the major influences in their lives, many adult women point to the
powerful influence of other role models as they were growing up. Grandparents, uncles and aunts,
coaches, Girl Guide leaders and teachers can all influence girls and inspire them to go for it and to
take on hurdles rather than avoid them.
We need to be more vigilant and take a more proactive role in creating a childhood for our
girls in which they will thrive.

When we visited our nine-week-old granddaughter in London recently I was amazed at her
concentration as she sat on my lap and I read to her. I had to compete with Grandma, who is an
amazing baby whisperer, and I was delighted to discover once again the truth of the natural tendency
of little girls to respond to verbal connections. She seemed to enjoy the tones and rhythm of my voice

(as well as the puzzling pictures!) as I read one of my favourite books— Lynley Dodd’s Hairy
Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy—and it became our little ritual. Even at that age she tuned in.
From the start, plenty of conversation, emotional availability and fun will provide a backdrop fo
your daughter to explore the world and build confidence in her own perceptions.

Give your daughter security
The kind of people that a baby grows up amongst will greatly affect the shape and
the wiring of its mental faculties. Is the family environment relaxed or
aggressive, quiet or lively, funny or deadly serious? The baby’s brain responds
and grows accordingly. Early in its life the adrenaline thermostat—the amount of
adrenaline it is accustomed to—is set to handle what is a normal level of stress
for that family.
— Steve Biddulph, Raising Babies

Be the big person who communicates confidence and creates structure and warmth in your home. One
of the key conclusions in a 10-year study led by Dr Burton White of Harvard University was that the
greatest influence in building good minds in young children was parents who excelled at three key
functions. They were superb organisers and designers of their child’s environment; they permitted
short, focused interruptions so they could comfort, convey information and answer questions; and the
were firm in discipline while simultaneously showing great affection.
Never undervalue the significant role you have as a parent. Whether society recognises it or not,
your contribution is indispensable in growing capable, loving adults.

The foundations are simple

A tiny baby’s survival depends on her symbiotic relationship with her mother. A child who is badly
nurtured will suffer from a fear that the relationship will fail. She will fear that she will not survive if
she is not ‘plugged into’ this person. That insecurity carries over into adult life, and unhealthy,
dependent relationships from this type of neurotic fear and neediness often become generational.
Fortunately you do not need a million dollars or a PhD in child psychology to meet all your
daughter’s needs. You just need time and your natural love and willingness to be a parent.
We recently watched a documentary in which a childhood expert was called in to help parents
whose daughter of 18 months was a chronic non-sleeper. Several experts had already been consulted,
and the parents had concluded that the child was so intelligent she was always on the alert, and so did
not sleep. After observing the family dynamics for several days the experienced, motherly
psychologist who had been called in concluded that, ‘Yes, this child is very bright, and she is on alert
because she is anxious. She knows that her parents are not confident in being the big people—they
don’t seem to know what to do—and so she is not convinced that everything is safe if she goes to
sleep.’
The counsellor’s advice was simple. Create a regular routine in which there is predictability and
order, thereby reassuring your little one that everything is as it should be. The simple routines of
dinner, playtime, bath, story and bedtime were the key to this child feeling secure and sleeping
peacefully. Within a few weeks everything was different, and Mum and Dad had begun to grow in
stature as they accepted their role as the big people.

hot tip
Have a dream about the sort of young woman you would like to launch into the world. ‘See’
her in her late teens as a self-assured, optimistic, adventurous, generous, honest and loving
adult.
Remember your home is not a democracy. Eating vegetables is not open to an equal vote,
neither is going to school, or what your children do on the computer.

As your daughter heads into her teenage years there will be more negotiated decisions as you
capitalise on the trust you have built up and offer her the respect she craves. But you will still
protect her by allowing only age-appropriate decisions—by not offering her more freedom
than her maturity can handle. To see her fly solo and coach her towards self-reliance is your
ultimate goal.

in summary
WHAT GIRLS NEED TO CREATE A GREAT FUTURE
Girls need:
To be brought up by someone who is crazy about them.
To be part of a loving family.

Parents with a strong vision of what sort of young woman they want to launch into the world.
Lots of warmth and fun, but also routine and predictability.
A parent who will be the big person from the start.
A parent who will be there for the long haul.

Both mother and baby need to get to know each other by being responsive in each
other’s presence and learning to decipher each other’s language … This is our
very first love relationship. The patterns of this dance will be the blueprint on
which other relationships are built.
— Mary Sutton, child psychotherapist
Early interactions are crucial. Children smile from their early days. They even
smile when they are sick. When parents see them smiling, the tendency to smile
back is instinctive … As long as there are cuddles, laughing and engaging in other
close, intimate behaviour, the scene is set for a good childhood.
— Professor Hugh Foot, specialist in child psychology and social
development, University of Strathclyde
If the theme of brokenness, distrust, separation enters into her primal relationship
with her parents, the devastation will reverberate into the depths of her soul and
identity.
— Janelle Hallman, therapist

Am I welcome in the world? Is there a place for me? Have I got permission to be here?
Every child asks these questions. Every baby girl wants to know, am I acceptable and am I
lovable? We must tell her that she is.
It is a psychological law that we need to be loved into being. From their earliest interactions, the
comfort and bonding a parent offers a baby provides the emotional recorder deep inside her with
messages about her worth and value. Even before a baby is born, she hears the comforting rhythm of
her mother’s heartbeat and, scientists now tell us, she also recognises her father’s.
Early bonding or attachment gives a baby the beginnings of a sense of self. For nine months she
has listened to her mother’s heartbeat alongside her own, and her mother’s voice is familiar and
reassuring. Humans do not have the innate instincts of other animals. Even other mammals can go
looking for their mother and their food source, but a new baby cannot.
This obvious physical neediness is only the tip of the iceberg when we consider what a new baby
needs from a parent. It is the stroking and talking and cuddling that actually sequence your baby’s
brain and her emotional memory. A healthy mother pours love and life into her baby—she gently

strokes the outline of her newborn, and in this way lets her know that she is welcome, is gorgeous and
gives her a sense of ‘being’. And this responsive type of parenting provides a way of getting to know
your baby, learning to be open to her cues and establishing her sense of well-being. It is the basis of
helping your daughter ‘feel right’, and when a child feels right she is more likely to want to please he
parents and therefore to learn to act right and to be a joy to those around her.

Making the right connections

A newborn’s brain is unfinished in many ways, and it is her parents’ loving interactions that wire her
malleable brain for the future. A baby’s brain grows by two-thirds after she is born, and to do this it
needs the right stimulation. A baby only grows the right parts and wires up the right connections if w
provide the right experiences at the right time. And fortunately these tend to be the experiences that
happen normally in a loving family where parents sing, talk and play with their little one and offer he
the calm predictability of a loving home. A baby’s brain is especially sensitive to the emotional tone
of her surroundings. So talk to your daughter naturally as you go about changing and feeding her; cha
about mundane things and tell her where you are going and what you are doing. This is all reassuring
and comforting to her.
Among some of the amazing discoveries of neuroscience over the past decade is the fact that 11
million neuron pathways develop each second in an infant’s brain—you could say that parents are
literally co-creating galaxies of neuroconnections with their children. Caressing a baby lowers a stres
hormone that is known to damage the developing brain. And evidence now shows that attentive
caregiving even influences DNA production during the first year of a human’s life.
These neuroconnections play an important role in the years that follow. Apparently they affect a
person’s ability to lead a satisfying life, to form healthy relationships, and to make ethical decisions.
Tragically, many parents still think that a young baby only needs to be fed, kept warm and have her
nappies changed. They miss the vital fact that it is their presence and comforting words that lay down
in this pre-verbal time their daughter’s ability to be optimistic, to think logically and to feel good
about herself.
Trust and abandonment are the issues for your baby in the first year of her life. Our brains are a
bit like wet concrete—if we register deep in our pre-verbal memory that we are not wanted, have bee
abandoned or are not safe, it is very hard to erase these effects in later life. If a baby’s needs, cues an
signals are responded to promptly, consistently and lovingly, she learns that the world can be relied
upon and is predictable. Trust is built and attachment grows as both the new mother and her baby
experience their relationship as emotionally and physically enjoyable.
Tell your daughter she is lovely otherwise she will spend the rest of her life trying
to prove she is capable.
–Drs John and Agnes Sturt, Created for Love

hot tip

A soothing routine and your familiar presence are important for your baby. So are chatting an
smiles, music, dancing and things to touch and look at, especially your family’s faces.

It is very important that a new mother has lots of support. Her well-being will be reflected in
her baby’s feelings of worth.

In his 21-year study at Otago University, in which more than a thousand children were traced
from birth to the age of 21, Dr Phil Silva concluded that the things that matter to young children don’
necessarily relate to wealth or having all the baby gear that is peddled to new parents these days. On
the contrary, he suggested that ‘poor circumstances and adversity can be overcome by good
parenting’. Dr Silva concluded that it is important to focus on just three basics if a young child is to
thrive: care must be consistent; the early experience of the child should be rich; and children need to
be loved.
None of these basics cost money, and they can be incorporated into your home and lifestyle with
simplicity. So sing and dance with your baby and involve her in your daily life. Keep her with you as
you move from room to room, talk to her as you go about your tasks, let her watch you and touch
different textures like the wool of a lamb, dried leaves and sand at the beach. Soothing and cuddling,
as well as outings in the buggy or visits to the zoo, all make up the beginnings of a rich childhood.

Enjoy your baby!

Don’t think of time caring for your young child as wasted moments away from your career or
workplace. Think of it rather as a special time, when as you nurture your baby’s earliest feelings abou
herself you also have time to nurture yourself. If you can see this season in your life as a time to enjo
a simpler rhythm of life and perhaps to pursue friendships, creative activities or some active sport,
then both you and your daughter will benefit.
The smile on a mother’s face reassures her daughter that the world is a good place. A baby really
doesn’t see herself as separate from her mother. Until those more feisty months around two years of
age, when she is naturally and healthily breaking away, and she discovers the words ‘no’, ‘me’, ‘mine
and ‘I do it’, she will look to you to tell her who she is and what she is worth.
If you have to make sacrifices to be with your daughter in the first three years of her life, they
will be sacrifices well worth making. This is a vital time in which to be available to reassure and
protect her, to build strong attachments and to really get to know your daughter.
All of us, from the cradle to the grave, are happiest when life is organised as a
series of excursions, long or short, from the secure base provided by our
attachment figures.
— John Bowlby, psychiatrist and father of attachment theory

During a recent talk to a group of professionals on a very popular subject, work–life balance and
parenting, I was a little bit on tenterhooks because many of those in the audience came from a
profession that specialises in adversarial skills. After I had presented my talk I was joined by a group
of three professional women, all of whom happened to be pregnant. One of the women commented,
‘We really found that worthwhile, and reinforced our decision to take substantial time off after the
arrival of our babies.’ One of the women, who was very pregnant, said she was planning to take three

years off after observing her more senior colleagues. She described one senior partner in her firm as
feeling isolated from her two rebellious teenagers. ‘She has had them in daycare since they were born
and now regrets the years in which nannies spent more time with her children than she did.’
With all the research that is now available concerning the first three years of a child’s life, much
of it reinforcing the significance of those years for bonding and attachment as well as brain
development, it is unfortunate that professional women still feel so much pressure to get back to wor
so soon. If your daughter has the gift of your presence for the first two to three years of her life, this
may be more significant for her future welfare than the high school she attends. This is a message
young parents rarely hear these days, as we rush mothers back to work and minimise their value to
their children and to the nation.
The consensus among child experts is that the secret of raising confident, loving and happy
children is developing strong parent–child bonds, and the foundation for those bonds is laid down in
the first months and years. It is what is called sensitive availability. As Michael Gurian notes in his
book Boys and Girls Learn Differently, ‘A child’s brain needs bonding and attachment to fully grow
and learn; without attachment it does not grow well—behaviourally, psychologically or
intellectually.’
If you do need to use childcare in the first two years of your daughter’s life, look for a caregivin
arrangement that will allow you to have as much involvement as possible with your child and will
entail minimal transitions. Every transition tends to cause anxiety for a small baby. If possible,
arrange for daycare in your own home. A loving grandma or a situation where you share caregiving
with one other family is better for young babies than a large daycare; babies are able to relate to only
few adults and need one consistent, familiar person to whom they can attach.

hot tip

If you don’t have to, don’t feel pressured to rush back to full-time employment and leave you
young baby for long periods of time in care. Maybe you can choose less lofty lifestyle goals
for a few years in order to take pressure off yourself.

The Circle of Security

The Circle of Security is a project that aims to help parents who in their own developmental history
may have had little experience of trust and confidence in another. It is designed to give them the tool
to parent their children in a way that will build strong attachments and sensitive responsiveness. The
rationale behind the Circle of Security is that when children feel safe they are wired to be interested i
their world and go out to explore. Yet while they are exploring, children look to their caregivers to ac
as a secure base. Sometimes they want their parents to be with them by watching, sometimes they
need help, and sometimes they want their parents to enjoy or even delight in their play. While
exploring, children will inevitably need to come back to be closer to their parent at some stage,
because they may need comfort, help with their feelings, protection or an experience of shared deligh
Children look to their caregivers to be a support and a safe haven.
The two principles for parents that are reinforced by the Circle of Security are:

Always be bigger, stronger, wiser and kind.
Whenever possible follow your child’s need. Whenever necessary take charge.
On their website, www.circleofsecurity.com, the programme’s developers say:
Sometimes when parents try to take charge and act bigger and stronger they
sacrifice being kind and become mean and harsh. Parents who act this way often
believe they must become aggressive and evoke fear to have the respect of their
child. Other parents, when they try to be kind, give up being bigger and stronger,
abdicate their leadership, and allow the child to run the relationship. It is an
ongoing challenge for all parents to be simultaneously bigger, stronger and kind
and to have the wisdom to understand a child’s need for security rests on the
parent’s ability to provide this all-important function.
They quote child psychologist Dr Karlen Lyons-Ruth, who says, ‘A parent who can provide a secure
base and safe haven for a child allows the child to develop a “psychological immune system”:
While your immune system does not guarantee you will never get sick, it does
provide the crucial mechanism for healing when you do. Children with secure
attachments have caregivers they can go to in times of stress who will help them
calm themselves and solve problems. Evidence from a number of researchers
shows that children who are secure do better across a broad range of
developmental outcomes.

This is a ‘difference that makes a difference’, and one that caregivers can do something about.
However, the real spin-off of caring for your child in those early years is that you as a mother or
father will fall in love with your child. Relative to mothers of insecure children, mothers of preschoo
age ‘secure’ children display more positive moods, delight in and enjoyment of their children, nonintrusive play and teaching, and provide a relaxed home atmosphere.
In other words, being the big person means being kind, loving and warm but firm, and providing
for physical needs along with being emotionally available. If your toddler tries to boss you, for
example, by demanding that you come with her to play on the slide when you are finishing your
coffee, you could go with her immediately, if you don’t want the rest of your drink. Alternatively, yo
could say, ‘Yes, Mummy will come and play with you on the slide when I have finished my coffee; in
the meantime you can sit here by me or you can play by yourself on the slide while I finish my coffee
and watch you.’ You are still giving her emotional support even if you cannot come immediately she
wants you.
What we now know about the first three years of a baby’s life is that it provides the foundation
for her future life’s potential. So as much as possible enter into the joy of raising your daughter. Enro
her in music and movement classes, take her to the library, talk to her not just in monosyllables but in
full, complex sentences and, if you want to, learn baby sign language. You will be surprised at how
much your daughter is absorbing and how she will respond, and you will be building into her reservoi
of language your own understanding of and delight in this little person.
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